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Dean of Students to
take over March 16
By Seth Doherty
News Writer

"Women and Islam"
sparks controversy
By Lan Nguyen and Chelsea Taylor

News Writer and Assistant News Editor

On March 16, Dr. Jean Kim, who has been visiting campus for
the last two weeks, will take over as the University of Puget Sound
Vice President of Student Affairs and Dean of Students. This was
the result of a nationwide search conducted by President Ronald
Thomas when the former Dean of Students, Kristine M. Bartanen
became Academic Vice President and Dean of the University. Dr.
Kim was chosen out of over 100 applicants. For the last year, the
Associate Dean of Student Services, Houston Dougharty, acted in
Bartenen's place.
The Dean of Students organizes extracurricular learning experiences for students and is involved in provided specific services for
students. The position is part of the president's cabinet.
Dr. Kim spent the last four years working as a private management consultant for the leaders in many corporations such as the
Disney Channel, DuPont and Microsoft. Before this she worked in
a similar position as the one she will start here at the University of
Colorado in Boulder, and before that at the University of Hartford in
West Hartford, Conn. She has also worked in student services at
University of Massachusetts-Amherst, Western New England
College and Stanford University.
Dr. Kim is returning to education because, "I had always known
higher education is my passion. It was only ever intended to be a.
temporary leave. I needed to come back."
Kim chose UPS so that she could do work in a new educational
environment.
"When I decided to come back, I wanted to do something different, where I could help the University be great. I wanted to find a
very good university and help make it great," Kim said. "I was looking for somewhere where I could do the depth and quality of work
I wanted to do. This seemed like the right place to do this."
Kim looks forward to working with a small campus and the university's high quality Academic dean and University President.
"I have liked the students I have met. They have been very
engaged an involved," Kim said.
Kim also looks forward to working with the faculty, who she has
observed were very interested in working with students. In the end,
she says she chose UPS because, "All the right ingredients are here."
She hopes to work on increasing coordination and collaboration

At first look, one might not expect for
Yvonne Ridley to make a presentation on
women and Islam.
But of all people, the blonde-haired,
blue-eyed British journalist may be one of
the most qualified to speak on the subject.
And on March 3, that's exactly what
she did. In a lecture in Schneebeck
Concert Hall, Ridley gave a presentation
aptly titled, Women and Islam. The lecture also featured Riffat Hassan, who is
the chair of the department of religion at
Whitney Mackinan/ ASUPS Photo Services
the University of Louisville.
TWO VOICES— Yvonne Ridley and Riffat Hassan spoke on
The British journalist, who is a former
their perceptions of women's roles within Islam, eliciting both
BBC reporter, was held captive for illegalnegative and positive reactions from those in attendance.
ly entering Afghanistan from across the
Pakistan border. Ridley was smuggled
" into the country while working for Britain's Sunday Express in September 2001.
According to an article by BBC News, Ridley's cover was blown when she fell off her donkey in front of
a Taliban soldier near Jalalabad, revealing a banned camera underneath her robes.
For 10 days, Ridley was held for questioning by the Taliban. For the first six days of her captivity, Ridley
was held lin the intelligence headquarters in Jalalabad before taken to prison in Kabul. While she spent her
time in prison, Ridley started to read the Qu'ran, hoping that would convince her captors into releasing her.
After Ridley's release, she gave up a life of Protestantism to engulf herself in a spiritual rebirth, as she
officially converted to Islam.
Sharing the podium with Ridley was Hassan, who in addition to being the chair of the department of
religion at the University of Louisville, is also the founder of the International Network for the Rights of
Female Victims of Violence in Pakistan.
Hassan's background is a contrast to that of Ridley's - Hassan was born into a Saiyyad Muslim family
living in Lahore, Pakistan.
According to the UPS press release, Hassan is part of a 30-member delegation of Americans of Indian
and Pakistani origin currently traveling through India and Pakistan to generate goodwill for the peace and
reconciliation process now underway in the two countries. Hassan has written a number of books, including: "Selected Writings of Riffat Hassan", "Women's Rights and Islam: From the I.C.P.D. to Beijing", and
"Woman and the Qur'an". She also co-edited "Women's and Men's Liberation: Testimonies of Spirit".
Hassan's lecture focused on the status of women in Islam and how to interpret it.
Hassan stated that if you want to understand women's status in Islam, you must take into account

See DEAN page 4

See ISLAM page 4

Unabomber's brother speaks on death penalty
By Keith Gordon

Assistant News Editor
Death penalty opponent David Kaczynski delivered
two presentations on March 3 and 4 to students and faculty as part of his ongoing effort to abolish capital punishment. Kaczynski has been working against the death
penalty since the trial of his brother, Theodore "Ted"
Kaczynski, in the late-Nineties.
Kaczynski spoke eloquently and passionately as he
addressed his very personal and painful journey that culminated in his brother's trial and conviction for murdering three people and injuring more than twenty others,
most of whom were connected to the university system
over a seventeen year period. Better known as the
Unabomber, Ted Kaczynski used handmade explosives
delivered through the mail to attack his victims.
After a decade-spanning reign of terror, Ted Kaczynski
was apprehended on April 3, 1996 in his remote cabin
along the Continental Divide in Montana. Though the U.S.
Government and the Federal Bureau of Investigation had
dedicated over ten years of painstaking work, and had
created a task force for the sole purpose of apprehending
the Unabomber, it was David who finally brought his
brother to justice.
David and his wife Linda, who both had long won-

dered about Ted's hermit lifestyle, began to suspect that
Ted could possibly be responsible after the Unabomber
demanded that his manifesto, a 78 page attack on technology, be published. Ted had long despised the university
system, as well as technology in general. The fact that Ted
had at one point or another visited each city where bombs
were delivered only added to suspicion.
After much heart-wrenching deliberation, David decided to clue the FBI onto his brother, who was apprehended
soon after. Though David was hailed as a hero, he related
how devastating it was for him to turn in his brother.
Kaczynski, in the course of his well-constructed narrative, traced his course through the immense dilemma that
was posed to him. The prospect of having his brother sentenced to death for his crimes was terrifying, but David
knew Ted had to be stopped from committing further acts
of violence. David hoped that Ted's mental history would
spare him from death.
Throughout his talk, Kaczynski gave the audience cmcial insight into Ted's history of mental instability, starting
from a traumatic allergic reaction when he was an infant
to a destructive psychological experiment conducted on
him when he was an undergrad at Harvard.
In a heartfelt moment, Kaczynski relayed a story about
how when he was a young child, Ted had constructed a
handle at David's height on their house's screen door so

David could go in and out more easily. In so doing, David
painted a picture of a compassionate boy who, through a
number of misfortunes, grew into a troubled and disaffected man.
Kaczynski wanted to emphasize that even though to
most people death penalty cases are nothing but numbers
of the dead and the name of the accused, there is a personal side to each and every story. His brother's case is a
prime example.
"People need to understand that there human dimension here. Those watching on TV who saw my brother
being escorted out of his cabin by two federal marshals
never saw the other side of the story," Kaczynski said.
To most people, Ted Kaczynski was a madman and terrorist, a hermit dressed in tattered clothing constructing
bombs to murder and maim innocent, unsuspecting people. But to David, there is much more to the story. Ted is a
person, and deserves to be understood on his own terms.
Kaczynski's mission is thus to demonstrate to audiences that all people sentenced to capital punishment, like
his brother, have a story that is rarely ever heard, a story
that would make people think twice about sentencing that
person to death.
Kaczynski gave the example of Manny Babbitt, an
African-American man who murdered several people in
Southern California in the Nineties. Babbitt was a former

See KACZYNSKI page 4
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Sketch comedy displays student talent
By Brandon Lueken
News Writer
If any one is looking for "the funny" they need
look no further than Ubiquitous They.
The sketch and improvisation comedy troupe
showed off their talents for two weekends in March,
ending tonight with a show at 7 p.m.
The show, called "Flaming for the Planet," features sketches from a wide variety of topics. From an
unlikely superhero named Mandate Man, penned by
senior Steve Larsen, to a "how to" show for Mafia
types, written by senior Johno Ebenger, the performances have drawn mostly positive reviews.
"We had a lot more scripts to choose from this
semester," director and founding member senior Liz
Ruiz-Puyana said. "That's mainly because our production manager, Spencer Cushing, did a wonderful
job on getting the word out that we needed scripts."
This was just part of the advertising campaign
that UT put on, including more attractive colored
signs, submissions to the Tattler and trading cards
featuring all the cast members with their own card
and personal quote.
They also held a second round of auditions for the
spring semester, which only resulted in a few small
additions into both the sketch and improv group.
However, the group itself, run by sophomore Aub
Driver, has proven to be its own best advertising tool.
"Improv is really great, which I have to give all the
credit to Aub Driver. He helps get the word out
beforehand because they perform more, and their
performance really helps the sketch shows," RuizPuyana said.
The improv group is relatively new, only having
started last year.
"Aub approached us and said he wanted to helm
an improv group, and we had a definite call for that,
so we let him have it," Ruiz-Puyana said.
The improv group performs as much, if not more,
than any other performance group on campus. They
perform every two weeks in Club Rendezvous, as
well as at various special functions like the
Conspiracy of Hope concert. They also will be hosting this year's Foolish Pleasures film festival.
And while the sketch show is helped along by

improv, it is not all about improv. The show
had rehearsals every evening for the 18 different sketches they put on. They also had to deal
with scheduling conflicts.
"We're always conflicting with something,"
Ruiz-Puyana said. "This year, one of our weekends was also the last weekend of Rough
Crossing."
These scheduling conflicts are actually
what made the show two weekends.
"We used to do one weekend and that was
it, but we expanded to two weekends to reach
a broader audience," Ruiz-Puyana said.
Even then, this year's show is right against
Spring Break, featuring a Wednesday show
instead of a Saturday show because of the timing.
This particular show is especially important
because it is the final show for Ruiz-Puyana
and senior Spencer Cushing, both founding
members of the stage show.
Gloria Treseder/ASUPS Photo Services
"We actually used to be a radio show called
OH NO YOU DIDN'T— Members of the Ubiquitous They stage one of the
'Voices in your head,' and we translated that
18 sketches they learned for their performances. Ubiquitous They is a student
into a stage show at the end of the first semescomedy troupe that performs every two weeks in Club Rendezvous, as well
ter," Ruiz-Puyana said. "That was hasty and
as special events such as the recent Conspiracy of Hope concert.
just thrown together. Next semester we actually put together a stage show, which is when
Spencer Cushing joined us."
A third founder of the radio show was senior
Drew Humberd, who directed last semester's production and wrote for this semester's production.
What lies in the future for Ubiquitous They with
some of the founding members leaving?
"After this show is over, we'll hold a meeting to
see who wants to head the group and take the director and production manager positions for next year,"
Ruiz-Puyana said.
Naturally, Ruiz-Puyana wants to leave the group
in good hands and hopes to see the group evolve.
"I just want it to continue. I think over the four
years we've made it an established presence and we
won't just go away. Someone will come along and
pick it up," she said.

Brandon Lueken loves to eat microwavable macaroni
and cheese with cut up hot dogs mixed into the cheesy
goodness.
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News Writer
As if this year's flu season hadn't already taken its toll
on University of Puget Sound's students, it seems to be
extending itself just in time for midterms and Spring
Break.
Currently in Week Six of the flu season, UPS
Counseling, Health and Wellness Services has found itself
with an influx of patients with a variety of symptoms.
"I don't know that we have seen a lot of Influenza A,
which is what people get immunized for, but there have
been more flu-like viruses around this year," Linda
Everson, Assistant Director and Medical Coordinator for
CHWS, said.
Hu season usually begins in November or December,
but the peak time is from January to February. "This can
even go into March and April," Everson said. "The season
seems to be lasting a little later this semester."
Among the other flu-like viruses going around at this
time seems to be the stomach flu, which produces different symptoms for different people. Many people develop
a sore throat, cough, and nasal congestion, while others
endure symptoms such as nausea and vomiting, diarrhea
and weakness.
Although it has been rumored that CHWS has been
running out of medication, Everson clarifies that it is
indeed just a rumor.
"If for some reason we didn't have enough for what the
students need, we do have the ability to write prescriptions. We're never limited to what we carry," Everson said.
Everson also said that CHWS has never run short of the
flu vaccine.

"We had more vaccine this year than last, but we were
restricted this year in handing them out. We only gave
them to students who fit that criteria that the Center for
Disease Control put out," Everson said. "We did immunize all those students that came forward, and we sold the
rest to the community for those who are at high-risk."
According to the CDC, priority groups for the
Influenza Vaccination are children aged six to 23 months,
adults aged 65 years or older, persons aged two to 64 years
with underlying chronic medical conditions, all women
who will be pregnant during the influenza season, residents of nursing homes and long-term care facilities, children aged two to 18 years on chronic aspirin therapy,
health-care workers involved in direct patient care and
out-of-home caregivers and household contacts of children less than six months of age.
One of the reasons the flu season might be longer this
semester is due to "overextending," according to Everson.
When students do not take care of themselves when
symptoms first show up, the illness just gets worse. Also,
another thing that could have contributed to the viruses
going around is that students are bringing it back over
break from all around the country.
CHWS has been doing its best to keep up with the flu
season by increasing triages and providing information
for students to deal with the virus.
The CHWS website posted a flyer at the beginning of
the flu season for students to reference. The flyer includes
symptoms of the flu, which can include: headache, fever
and / or chills , coughing, body aches, sore throat, runny or
stuffy nose, fatigue and nausea or vomiting.
According to the website, some combination of these
symptoms will last from one to 10 days. CHWS advises for

Students launch
alternative paper
By Michelle Webster

News Writer
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By Lan Nguyen
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A new student-run newspaper is tunneling its way above ground at UPS.
This uncensored periodical, 'tiffltrefed" will soon appear on campus.
Unlike the Trail or the InieWa Viifaigi; anybody and everybody is welcome
to submit articles, opinions and even rants to this new publication. All that is
required is moxy and a willingness to speak one's mind.
Unfiltered was brought into production by a party who wishes to remain
unnamed. No credit is wanted in this even-grounded endeavor. This is perhaps
the only filter in place.
A current campus forum for opinion-posting does exist in the form of the
ASUPS Logg, the online post-it for anything from "Liz smells" to fly-fishing
queries. Unfortunately the Logg, in its infancy, is not widely known.
More importantly, the Logg does not provide the best environment for
expressing full-blown, uncensored, politically incorrect essays and arguments.
After all, curious "prospies" may find such material off-putting. Thus the
founder of "Unfiltered" felt a new newspaper was needed at UPS because
"there really isn't another forum for anything like this," he / she said.
"Unfiltered" is willing to tackle any problems, wrongdoings or cheap shots,
as long as they are submitted in writing first. This project aims to be completely uncensored.
"We want a lot of passionate, informed student voices speaking out without
anything to hold them back," said the founder.
He/she hopes to have completely free speech in print, the only editing
being that of spelling errors and perhaps bad sentence structure.
The goal of the paper is to have a forum for any student to write in and
express opinions about issues on and off campus. All news local, global, or
right here on Logger soil. After all, the closest thing to uncensored writing in
the Trail is the Combat Zone, and that only slides because none of it is true.
"We want political correctness out of the window on this paper," said the
founder.
"Unfiltered" had planned to debut at the CTAC Activism Summit Monday
February 28, hoping for an open environment full of active, involved respondents. The audience was there, but unfortunately the paper was not. Certain
complications in the printing process kept it from eager hands. The founder
does not expect this hitch to hinder the twice-monthly publication of
"Unfiltered", however, they will get a little bit of a late start this month.
One can foresee probable controversy when an uncensored, anti-politically
coned newspaper comes into print, but on the campus of a liberal, open-minded student body, will "Unfiltered" really make waves?

those who have a fever of 100 degrees or more to drink
plenty of clear fluids and take acetaminophen 650 mg
every 4-6 hours, acetaminophen 1000 mg every six hours,
or ibuprophen 400 mg every 4-6 hours as needed. Do not
use aspirin for cold or flu symptoms.
For those who have a cough, it's important to drink
eight to 10 glasses of fluid daily, inhale steam and use over
the counter cough medicines like a cough formula with
dextromethorphan and / or quaifenesin.
For a sore throat, it is recommended to gargle with
warm salt water (1 I 2 tsp salt in cup of warm water), and
use acetaminophen or ibuprofen and lozenges for discomfort. For congestion, drink clear fluids, and take Sudafed
30 to 60 mg every 4-6 hours. For headaches/body aches
get plenty of rest, stay hydrated and take acetaminophen
or ibuprofen for pain.
Although living in a college setting may make it difficult to avoid getting sick, precautions can be taken to
avoid contracting the virus. CHWS advises that students
wash their hands or use hand sanitizer as much as possible, protect others by covering their coughs and sneezes,
stay home if they are sick, drink at least eight to 10 glasses of fluids each day, get at least seven to eight hours of
sleep a night, and to not drink alcohol or smoke.
If students need medical attention outside of CHWS
hours, they can contact an after hours consulting nurse at
the Harborview Careline at 1-800-607-5501.
CHWS hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Monday, Thursday
and Friday; 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. on Tuesday; and 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. on Wednesday. To make an appointment or evaluation, CHWS can be reached at 879-1555.

Lan Nguyen has decided to go around school wearing a surgeon's mask in order to prevent from getting sick.

Relay for Life returns
W(sallA%Szteeirs e r
This spring, the University of Puget Sound will be hosting Relay for Life, a fundraiser for cancer research and cancer patients. The world-wide event was started on the UPS track exactly 20
years ago by Dr. Gordy Klatt, a colorectal surgeon and avid runner. Dr. Klatt raised over $27,000
and began the tradition that has spread to tracks and parks across the world.
"Relay for Life represents the hope that those lost to cancer will never be forgotten, that those
who face cancer will be supported, and that one day, cancer will be eliminated," the American
Cancer Society's mission statement for the event said.
Since the relay's founding at UPS in 1985 a system has developed where participants partake
in sharing the responsibility of raising money and walking or running continuingly for between
12 and 24 hours. On April 2nd over 24 groups of students, faculty and community members will
raise money by walking and running continuously for 12 hours on UPS's Shotwell Track.
While the event is normally an overnight event, the current administration and athletic
coaches believed it would be best if this year's event was not an overnight event. However this
fact has not stop students from getting enthusiastic about the event.
"I'm very excited to bring back this event to UPS on its 20th anniversary since it all began here
at our school," senior organizer Sarah Brabeck said. "Cancer is a really prevalent issue in our
society and I think it would be great if the UPS community could step up to the challenge by
helping to make a difference."
The community so far has raised over $11,000 with three weeks left to raise money.
"We are trying different ways to raise money. We have asked family members, friends and
UPS faculty. A group of us have gone off campus to neighboring businesses to ask for donations," team Gamma Phi Beta Captain Pooja Bhattacharyya said. "We have also begun selling
Hope bracelets for $2 to raise money. Most of the fundraising is being done independently so
that a larger group of people is reached and informed about the Relay for Life."
In addition, the fundraising can be done online. Students can pledge money and ask their
family and friends for donations through the American Cancer Society's website, cancer.org . By
making the process of donating easier and more convenient for the more internet friendly student, the ACS hopes to encourage more college students worldwide to partake in Relay for Life.
The deadline for UPS teams has ended for this spring, but students who are not participating
at this point still can help out by raising funds and volunteering to help out on the relay day. On
relay day the field will be open to spectators who will also be able to cheer on the teams and
learn more about cancer in our society via information tables. In addition several cancer survivors will be present at the event, showing the community that their efforts are important.
Relay for Life organizers hope its return to UPS will be as successful, if not more so, than when
it began here 20 years ago.

Kali Seisler feels that the perfect accessories to anyone's outfits are five or more "Hope" and
"Livestrong" bracelets on each wrist.

The Trail would like to
congratulate Alex
Israel and Ryan
McAninch the new
resident
reside

Michelle Webster wants to write for an Unfiltered paper, G*D D*MM*T

Corrections
From the March 4 issue:
The entire Perkins program has not been cancelled
Federal Contributions for 2005-2006 have been eliminated, which still leaves funding
Student Financial Services will be lending funds in
the Perkins program
Not all students will lose eligibility
Allyson Feeney/ ASUPS Photo Services

SUP YO— Sophomores Betsy Wanless

and Cassi Haug love learning etiquette!
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Kaczynski
soldier who was discharged from the military after
receiving massive brain damage due to a piece of
shrapnel that became lodged in his brain. Despite his
mental illness, Babbitt was convicted and put to
death for his crimes.
Had Babbitt had access to competent lawyers, like
those who were able to overturn the death penalty
for Ted Kaczynski, he might have avoided execution.
But Babbitt's lawyer had never tried a federal case in
his life, and came to court drunk every day.
"As long as we have the system we have, the people who will be executed will not be the worst criminals, but those who can't get the best attorneys,"
Kaczynski said.
It is because of his belief in the inherent unfairness of the system, and the lack of consideration of a
person's history, that David Kaczynski continues to
fight for the abolition of capital punishment. As the
only country in the Western world that still sentences its citizens to death, Kaczynski argues that the

Continued from page 1
United States had better take serious steps to eliminate this obsolete and brutal form of punishment.
In a sit-down interview with the Trail after his
first presentation, Kaczynski dispelled several fallacies about capital punishment, including the belief
that capital punishment is cost-effective. He give an
example of Rochester, NY, where crime dropped 67
percent due to a $100,000 grant for social work with
gangs, while the $200 million spent annually on capital punishment in New York State has done little to
impact crime.
"Why are we investing so much money on retribution and violence when we could spend it on better education and prevention?" Kaczynski asked.
In the end, Kaczynski hopes that students
approach the issue of capital punishment with open
minds, so that they can make informed decisions on
this important and controversial topic.

Keith Gordon secretly dresses up as the Dude and
drinks white Russians every Saturday morning.

Track the Growth
of Thompson Hall!

Kiest/ASBPS Photo Service,

FROM THE GROUND UP- This bird's eye view of the new science center
construction shows the progress thus far.

Each week
the Trail
will feature
a picture of
Thompson
Hall's new
addition.
Keep an
eye out for
the next in
the series!
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next six months and show proof of future employment, with a start date within
120 days of your purchase, you can take delivery of a new Toyota with
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between the faculty, students, and the rest of campus. Kim plans
on stimulating conversation and discussion among the faculty
about the educational experience offered by the university.
"We can help students have a good balance in their life," Kim
said.
Kim believes that perhaps the university could try to do less for
the students in quantity, in exchange for more quality.
"We could make a rich, more focused experience. I wish to
make an assessment of what is being done well and what can be
done better," Kim said.
She added, "I look forward to interacting with and getting to
know as many students as I can. I plan to do things that would be
best for them, because that really is what my job is."

Seth Doherty is ready for Spring Break so he can let his hair down
and relax.

Islam

Continued from page 1

sources, structures, and cultures.
Hassan made the point that the Qur'an and the Hadith (eyewitness accounts of prophets that were an important source for
Islamic law) have shaped the view of the status of women in Islam.
The status of women led to the discussion of how women
should cover themselves and the question of veiling with the traditional veil, the hijab.
Hassan emphasized that it does not matter how a women covers herself as long as she respects the Qur'an.
Hassan made a comment that she could wear her scarf over her
head or around her neck and that it did not matter how she
looked, it was what was on the inside that made her a Muslim
woman.
A woman from a Tacoma mosque then commented "But you
are a disobedient Muslim" and she and other women walked out
of the lecture.
Although there was a negative reaction to Hassan's liberal
views, there were women who agreed with her.
Another woman in the audience agreed with Hassan, saying
that it was what she did that made her a Muslim.
"I thought it was very interesting because from the looks of it,
she was a conservative Muslim. But she expressed a liberal view,"
said Politics and Government professor Carlo Bonura.
The lecture was well attended with approximately 500 people
including students, faculty, members of the mosque and community members.
"I found the Lecture to be very interesting because it brought to
light many different views and perspectives of Islam that contrasts
the one very negative view that most Westerners have," said freshman Emma Green. "I enjoyed the views that each woman presented and felt that the lecture was informative and stirred up a debate
that needs to happen on campus."
On Thursday, March 9, UPS held a follow-up discussion of
Women in Islam.
"The fact that people wanted to speak about the lecture days
after suggests that the lecture fulfilled its purpose of making people think of the issue and discuss it," said Professor Greta Austin.
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Lan Nguyen is some kinda mini. Come to think of it, so is Chelsea
Taylor.
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Free Concert by:
Jerin Fallen -r
Mechanical Dolls
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"I'm going to San
Jose with a friend I
made while in college. And then
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Erinna McCarthy
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Losing faith in the president's IF 13I
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-

By Chris Van Vechten

Opinions Writer
For years, the GOP and its cohorts
have dreamed of dissolving the social
welfare programs of Roosevelt Truman,
Kennedy and Johnson. Their argument
is built upon the irrefutable claim that
the current national welfare system is flawed, particularly
regarding the channels of distribution, the set parameters
for qualification of aid and the lack of so-called "permanent results," meaning graduation from welfare.
Not surprisingly then, one of the first things the Bush
cabal did after the coup of 2000 was introduce a bill into
Congress known as the Faith-Based Initiative(F-BI), one of
the cornerstones of the president's self-declared
"Compassionate Conservatism" welfare revolution. The
F-BI was designed to allow independent charities, including organizations with religious affiliations, to gain access
to federal funds in the area of social service provisions.
While applauded by many, the F-BI has raised concern
among some who fear that the president's initiative will
test America's cherished separation between church and
state.
Now, I don't want to draw too much attention to the
religious side of this argument. While Bush may have
accepted Jesus into his heart, I'm fairly certain that he has
denied him access to his brain. There is nothing Christ-like
in either his foreign or domestic policies. And for all you
right-wing fundamentalists out there who believe that
Bush's war on terror is truly just an example of God working through the president to perform His will, i.e. killing

Muslims, I would like to remind you
that no plan of God's calls you to
shock
sacrifice your moral integrity, i.e.
and
lying about WMDs. So, since I do not
fully believe Bush is a sincere
awe
Christian, neither do I fully believe
that the F-BI is an attempt to convert
our country into Christian theocracy.
My major concern pertains to the mechanics of the F-BI.
Supporters of the F-BI suggest that if government is run
more like a business, with "responsible" budgeting and
flexible policy, then it is more likely to succeed. But if the
F-BI is implemented, it is likely that these now-subsidized
charities will receive less in the way of donations from private benefactors who will assume the government's new
subsidies will be more than sufficient for their needs.
Inevitably this will make these now-independent agencies
dependent on a federal allowance, to be allocated in accordance with the fluctuating political climate as opposed to
the constant need.
Though created to alleviate the fiscal pressure of the
current welfare system through the use of charitable
organizations that, for the most part, employ a largely volunteer workforce, it is sadly inevitable that some form of
new bureaucracy will have to be created to oversee, evaluate and investigate the progress and use of funds. This
inevitably will result in federal /state regulation of these
"independent" agencies, thus creating a new, larger and
more poorly organized, if not less responsible, bureaucracy, more prone to corruption and the misuse of funds.
Finally, since the religious population of this country is
not evenly distributed, faith-based charities are stronger in
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Casa Ortega's new Tuesday lunch
specials.

police singling out certain parties and
100 The
ignoring others. Insert NWA here.

UPS Honor Court's enfranchising of
UPS's poor spellers.

UPS's poor spellers ... The Trail included.

The Yard Project's spring break trip
to Jamaica.

Lack of pho restaurants in Tacoma. Is
this a college town or not?

Men's basketball advancing in the
playoffs.

Brawlers. Grow up.

some sections than in others. This means that some
regions of America would receive more federal aid dollars
than others merely through the presence of said charities
as opposed to an actual need. A survey taken by Seattle
Weekly in June 2004 suggested that between 20 and 40
percent of Americans are unaffiliated with any church or
religious faction. But here in the Pacific Northwest, an
estimated 60 to 80 percent of the population considers
itself agnostic. As a result, there are less religious charities
per capita in the People's Republic of Washington than in
a much less populated Bible-belt state such as North
Dakota.
Although challenging, it is certainly possible to reach a
compromise between church and state; a compromise in
which neither office exceeds its jurisdiction nor impedes
the rights of citizens, but instead cooperates for the mutual benefit of all Americans. But that is not what the F-BI is
about. As stated by the White House's Office of FaithBased and Community Initiatives, the F-BI was designed
to allow independent agencies to "compete on an equal
footing for federal dollars." Providing civil services
should not be a competition! It should instead be an effort.
By definition, "competition" suggests the final outcome
will include winners and losers. An effort, on the other
hand, is an attempt to bring victory to not just a few but to
everyone. If the F-BI had been designed to serve as an
addition to America's current national welfare programs,
similarly to how Al Gore had envisioned it back in 2000, it
might have very well been ratified by now. But instead it
has been presented as a replacement, and therein lies the
problem.

Opinions Writer
I had no idea what to expect on
Mar. 11 when David Kaczynski,
brother of Unabomber Ted
Kaczynski, held a lecture here at
UPS. A tasty lunch of crime and
punishment right before the weekend.
I should start out with a warning: I believe in
"an eye for an eye." However, I understand that
it's frankly not possible because we do not live in
a perfect world. We live in a world of murder,
shady forensics, bad intentions, accidents, manipulation and false accusations, among other things.
I mean, wouldn't people have less tension if their
car insurance included the chance to damage the
responsible party's vehicle for free? Wouldn't it
seem a bit more justified if Timothy McVeigh had
to watch a bomb tick down on his lap instead of
dying peacefully, unlike his 168 victims? How is it
fair that a rapist and murderer can be convicted on
second-degree murder charges and get out of
prison in less than six years?
I know, I know, let's be mature about this,
right? Nothing gives one person the right to dictate the end of another human's life. But if someone violates that, does that mean he or she loses
basic human rights? And who gets to punish that
person and then be absolved of the act? Believe
me, I have no idea where to start on this. I just
wish we lived in a world where this didn't happen
in the first place. But because we don't, I wish we
at least lived in a world where those people could
be punished properly and accurately.
All this really means is that I don't really have
an opinion on this, because such matters of life
and death and basic human rights seem way out of
my natural powers. I just know there's something
to be said for taking responsibility for one's own
actions and owning up to the consequences.
David Kaczynksi was actually really inspiring.
I cannot even imagine what it's like to have the
Unabomber as a brother, and, what's more, to be
the one to turn him over to the FBI. His experience
with this moral dilemma makes me want to trust
his judgment, but something about it just doesn't
sit right with me.

a

•
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Chris Van Vechten has intermittent SOB.

Do we have the right to
take an eye for an eye?
By Whitney Mackman

a

The point of prison is to
remove someone from society
that's
who has been deemed dangerous. However, there's still
a
quite a society in prison, not
shame
to mention one with not the
most , ti.W404,1g citizens.
And what do criminals have
to look forward to? They have
food, showers, clothes, shoes, a roof, a bed, possible library and internet access, workout facilities
and maybe even the chance for love. Now, we
have innocent, nonthreatening people on the outside, paying for murderers and child molesters
and whoever else to live more comfortably then
society's poor. Why does our government treat its
criminals better than its poor? I'm actually surprised there aren't more homeless in jail since
committing a crime only means gaining all the
above named luxuries and getting off the streets.
I don't trust the government to begin with, so
naturally I think that it's the last entity that should
handle killing for retribution — it owns enough of
the dirty work.
But what are we supposed to do with these
people, especially the ones that claim mental illness? Does mental illness excuse murder? And
how can we really judge who is mentally ill, especially when some days, it seems that even I am teetering on the verge? After all, it's not like our government isn't quite mentally ill itself.
I am well aware that my opinions aren't practical for the world in which we presently live. I do
think that things are messed up and that criminals
get off way too easy in some cases, especially the
ones pertaining to the most brutal crimes. Either
way, the system contradicts itself. Right now, Ted
Kaczynski is in a federal prison in Colorado and is
given only one hour of freedom from 23 hours of
isolation a day. We can't kill him because he's
crazy, yet isolation for the rest of his life is only
going to perpetuate his insanity. What are we supposed to do when we can't dispose of murders?
Why should we spend so much money on their
rights and comforts that are completely undeserved? If you kill someone not out of self-defense,
do you really have the right to your own life?

Whitney Mackman would like to give a thumbs up
to the Irish in general.
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Fight for your right
to party in Canada
a break here. And a shot,
oh
while you're at it.
My outrage is actually
canada, rooted
in an underlying
If you're 21, go ahead
eh?
issue. The true problem is
and stop reading now. If
in America itself, not
you're 18, you can stop
across the border. At the
reading, too. If you hate
age of 18, we, as adult American citizens,
Canada, turn the page. If you have a fake ID,
then please tell me how to get one, and then can smoke, we can buy porn, and we can go
to war and die for our country ... but we
find another article to read.
can't walk into a bar and have a nice cold
Okay. So now that I have my ideal audi(alcoholic) drink.
ence, underage drinkers, I have heard a
They trust us with semiautomatic
rumor that might interest you. I believe it is
only a rumor, because I should have been weapons, airplanes and tanks worth gazillions of tax dollars, but they don't trust us to
able to find information on something this
big and important on Google, but I couldn't. call a cab or stumble home. And I bet we
This is hearsay, but hearsay can still piss us would be every bit as responsible as our
three-year superiors, the 21-year-olds who
off.
are supposed to be so
I have heard, my
much more "mature" that
sadly sober friends, that
they can handle booze, but
the U.S. is trying to preswe can't.
sure Canada into changWe can't even drink in
There's not much we
ing its drinking age to
our own country, and
can do about this. And it's
21. This is outrageous!
they're trying to take
not like we can't get hold
Thankfully, so far as I
Canada away from us, too?
of alcohol without hitting
can tell, it is also pure BS.
the bars. In fact, we probaBut seriously, what a
a,
0
bly get more wasted and
scary rumor. It's bad
enough that we cant even drink in our own attempt more often to drive home from
country, and they're trying to take Canada someone's house than we would at a bar,
where a person with (limited) authority can
away from us, too? We already have to drive
cut us off from the boo_ze-supply at any time.
three-plus hours to drink legally, and we can
hardly get anything through customs (try Sheesh.
So, wherever you are for spring break,
mailing it to an over-21 friend). It's very sad
to believe that our "great" country would revel in your foreign freedom to consume
mass quantities of alcohol in a public settry to bully Canada into changing such a relting. You can't do it at home, but you can do
atively small policy.
it in any country we could bomb the hell out
Perhaps this rumor stems from a proof in a split second.
gram that is designed to reduce border
As for me ... I'm going to Canada before
binge-drinking by under-age Americans. I ,
hope so. Because it's-rnyCod-givenriglit as th r b s reality.
• Cara y adden splits her time equally
an -American 'citiien to go get wasted in
between commas and semicolons, but her true
Canada. ' '
, r1`
passion is the dangling modifier.
Okay, maybe not God-given, but give me

By Carady Madden
Opinions Copy Editor
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, any
students on campus,..In . order..tixceimpensate for Bush's enormous debt and
provide a small increase in Pell Grants
for very low income students, he has
left the students who currently receive
Perkins Loans stranded. While Bush
claimed that only 3`,'4, of college stu-H
dents receive this loan, it primary
effects middle to lower income students going to private institutions like
UPS.
As freshman being admitted to the
University we were told that the aid
package we were given would be
approximately the same unless our
need changed. My need has not
changed. Yet, with Bush's budget recommendation, I will not receive
$3,000.00 of the aid that I need in order
to attend UPS. When I approached
Pinancial Aid, they told me they had
nothing in place to offset this loss
unless my parents wanted take out a
PLUS loan. I pay for my schooling. My
only option is to find a private loan
which would have a higher interest
rate, worse payment options and it
would not be subsidized. The higher
interest costs make UPS to be even
more expensive in addition to the
$1570.00 increase in tuition next year.
As I approach my senior year, I feel
backed into a comer by both our
Presidential administration and UPS. I

rates on private loan and
inevitable increases On tuition.
Retention rates will decrease.
I am angry at Bush whose terrible
policies are hitting home, but I am also
frustrated with UPS. UPS needs to
protect and show concern for its cur rent students. I feel as though once we
decide to attend UPS, the financial aid
does little to help us. We are simply
expected to pay whatever bill they
send us or leave. UPS claims that they
do not have the money to increase
need based financial aid, but this
demonstrates the wrong priorities in
budget spending. Do we need doughnuts before finals? The current priorities of UPS and the board of trustees
cause the UPS student body to he
dominated by either the very wealthy
or the very indebted. It appears that
this trend swill only be exacerbated in
the future.
I love this UPS, but I feel like are we
being asked to ignore the financial
realities of attending the University,
and I can not do that.
Katie Koch

Semi us your thoughts. Submit a
Letter to the Editor to
trailops@ups.edu
by 5 part. Monday

Study Break?
POINT DEFIANCE CAFE & CASINO

Sunday:

All You Can Eat
All you can eat
spaghetti
11am-11pm
$7.95

don't forget to get yours
1 & 2 B edroom Apt Avail. at an affordable price.
When you refer someone, we will pay you $100.
Just make sure they mention your name when touring.
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TEXAS HOLD-EM EVERY NIGHT

Tuesdays:
Ladies Night
$1 wells for the
ladies all night
long

5037 N Pearl Ruston, WA
756-5101
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Softball swings for first ever NWC Championship

For Logger s softball and itS:Cpach Robin Hamilton, "hope springs eternal." Hamilton will take to the Logger bench for her
nineteenth season as the team's coach, still questing for an elusive NWC championship.
"We're just starting to establish our goals as a team," Hamilton Said, "but we really believe that this is the year that we need to
ST. MARTIN'S (DH)
HOME
go ahead and compete for the NWC title."
The Loggers return nine players from their 2004 squad that finished fifth in the N1V(2. The clubhouse has six new faces that
figure into the mix, including two ;community college transfers. The result is a balanced roster that is well rounded in its talVAC' IF (Dl1
HomE 111
ent and in its class standing (four freshman, five sophomores, four juniors and three seniors). The team will be propelled by the
senior leadership of Kayla Wells, Maren Buck, and Tara Jansson—Wells Will help patrol the outfield while Buck and Janson will
'GEORGE FOX (1)11)
IONE
serve as the anchors of a solid Puget Sound
ewis and Clark (DH)
Portland, 01
Buck returns after a 2004 campaign in Which she
..ewis and Clark (DM
Portland, Oi
received All-Conference Honorable Mention honors ----, 13
she was First Team All-Conference in '03 — and that
Los Angele
5-18
Spring Break Tournament
Calif. ...
saw her lead the team in numerous offensive cate5
vs. Illinois College
Mcluding steals (13), runs scored (26), and
6
[vs. Knox 41111
Walks (20). In her senior year now, she is poised, as
iii
[vs. St. Scholastiea (Minn.)
well, tO::clirtibup several of Puget Sound's career lists:
vs. Rhode Island
Buck is currently ranked in the top 10 in six offensive
categories and is in the top five in three of those cate17
lackbarn .(1111.)
...........
gories. Buck has the opportunity to climb up some
vs. Smith (Mass.)
impressive all-time lists, but she is primarily focused .
8
s. Chapman
..„
On the welfare of her team and coach.
5
*WILLAMETTE (DID
HOME
"Over the past four years I've never seen a team
26
*LINFIELD (DH)
HOME
work harder or better together andl think we have the 29
"MENLO (DID
[HOME
potential to do really well," Buck said - (Coach
FIamilton) has invested a lot of time and effort to both
SAT 2 *Witt Wt)RTiff1)11)
I I()ME
the team and everything that deals with us and I think
SUN 3 *WFIITWORTII iD11)
111()ME
it would feel really nice to give something back to her.
(DH)
Salem. Om.
I helping the team reach toward an NWC. title will
1(l
1*Lintield (1)11)
McMinnville
be two community college transfers, Brady '.Adelhart
16
'Pacific
(D11)
Forest
Grovt
._
and I Iailev Gee. Adelhart comes to Puget SOund via
*IMorgi
a
fox
(DH)
Newberg.
0
Clackamas C.C. in Oregon, and will serve as valuable back up for sophomore catcher Annie Buxton while also serving as a utility 117
4.
P
aeitic
.
Lutheran
.
(DH)
........
Tacoma.
W.;
outfielder, Gee, a Utah native, transferred from Lamar C.C. in Colorado. And has a powerful SlVing that will fit nicelyin .thc heart
..
"11):1‘1 C1IFIC LUTHERAN
itio,,
of the Loggers order
j24
(
"We have a lot of good seniors this year and a lot of good senior leadership," Gee said. "So, I think wee need to go out with a
hang for them because they've been working so hard the past four ). ,ears."
Once again the Loggers boast a young but experienced pitching rotation, featuring the sophomore tandem of Adrian Herlache and Jessica Roberts. Herlache, posted a 3
but shows promise and stamina as she completed eight of her starts last year and has begun to hit her spots with more regularity. Roberts, who stars on the Logger's basket
had the best PRA on the club last year (1.86) posting an impressive 8-8 record.
In the end it may come down to how umlton navigates the trials of a brutal 40 game season, with her motley Can% -- of new faces, sophomore pitchers
id senior le
make the difference between a .500 season and capturing Puget Sound's first NWC championship in softball.
"1 think we talk a lot about how we can go ahead and get softball up on one of those banners in the Picldhouse as NVVC champions" Hamilton said. "1 think the succes s
other programs has really spurred on our commitment and effort to win that NWC title."
)
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The 2003 Logger baseball seaso
with the supporting spring weather it will
Mg endeavor. The Loggers are 0-3 in NV\i
all with their first three conference home
against Lewis and Clark.
Puget Sound sits fourth on the
behind Linfield (last year's NVVC champ
year's D3 champ) and PLU, a team that ha'
three times in the past 12 contests. 1Alillam(
proven to he a hot team in 2005 after beat . /
times in the NWC opener. The obvious
Linfield and George Fox, but the less obv
come from within the club. UPS lost four o
and seven seniors during the off-season
Olin Wick to the Cubs, and slugger Sam B
Despite these losses, the new Loll
energetic and full of young talent, includit
"We're starting a lot of young guy!
Billings said. "We have a freshman at silo]
behind the plate„ at first, left and MI. Thera
have proven themselves and those are the
the lineup On a regular basis."
‘Vhile the field and bats are ri
Logger pitching staff is more experienced,
considered one of the best in the NWC.
"We have one of the potentially
the league. This is the best group of arms
for sure, Billings said.
2004 First Team All NWC starter
back and started the season with two comt
The bullpen sports the flashy Quentin F
almost all of last season with a shoulder ii
Devon Zeller, and Chris Owens to name
starting staff, there are at least 10 Loggers
throwing at the level necessary to compete
"We have a solid team with a hull
ers who like to play the game how it's sup
Flores said. "We always do our best to repr
the program and we are looking forward
son."
Defensively the Loggers are \
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"Defense is starting to come around. Kirin at shortstop is a stud and we have a lot of other bright spots," Billings
said.
Conference competition will be tough again this season but it is not bothering the team, whose ambitions remain
very high.
"Making the playoffs is our primary goal and that's
what we are focusing on, but we have to get hot in a hurry,"
Billings said confidently.
It is fair to say that the biggest problem for UPS in the
2004 season may have been winning away from home. They
lost only two games at home last year, but won only four on
the road. There is no doubt that success in 2005 will be dependent on changing this.
"Playing well and consistency on the road is something that we have to improve," Billings said.
According to Coach Billings, the team's talent is not
even a question. This is one of the most talented, youngest
squads that Puget Sound has ever boasted. It will come down
to little things that will make a difference this season.
"Bunting a runner over, scoring a guy from third with
less than two outs ... focus and intensity; we're young and we
have to learn that quickly," Billings said. "It's a long season
and we got a lot of talent; I think we'll be fine as long as we can
do the little things a little better than we have. When you put
all the little things together all of a sudden it all adds up."
When asked if the 2005 Loggers really have a chance
to compete with strong teams such as Linfield and George Fox,
Coach Billings did not hesitate to respond.
"Absolutely. We can compete with anybody," he said.
We should be able to trust in coach Billing's word. In
his first two seasons as head coach, he turned the Logger baseball club around and coached UPS to its first two winning seasons in 12 years. This young and renovated Logger baseball
team is a talented and lively group with a drive for success,
surely to produce an action-packed season. But if you don't
believe Billings or me, come see for yourself, beginning Mar. 12
at home.
Assistant Sports Editor frtf Swiryn
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May spring break you out of Tacoma
By Lauren Iversen

me.

A&E Writer

Lebanon, TN.: Not only is it the Appalachian Square
Dance Capital of the World, but when people ask you
where you went for spring break, you can tell them you
went to Lebanon.
Cut Bank, M.T.: All your friends will be jealous when
you tell them that you're going to the "Coldest Spot in the
Lower 48." Why go hang by the beaches in Maui when
you can do the polar opposite? Head up to Fargo to make
the frigid tour absolutely and perfectly complete.
Holyoke, M.A.: This city proudly hails itself "paper city."
Unless they're talking about term papers,
Holyoke's claim sounds like a direct threat to
Tacoma's infamous mills. Challenge locals to
smell the aroma and if they want to rumble, then
so be it. You could totally take them.
lick Bite, N.C.: If the name worries you,
keep in mind that with a lit match and a careful
aim, those life suckers will be gone in no time.
However, you should still be weary of lime disease.
Truth or Consequences, N.M.: Who wouldn't want to
spend break in a city that sold its soul to a game show?

The sun is shining, the crows are shrieking and you've
got a week off of school to do whatever your heart desires.
It's Spring Break again, and this time it's going to be
fun.
If the stereotypical Spring Break, complete with human
burritos, whipped cream bikinis and skin cancer doesn't
sound appealing, then a road trip through small-town
America with your buddies might be your best and safest
bet.
Epodunk.corn offers the best
source for podunk towns and
attractions across the nation.
But before you judge too quickly, take a look at these towns
that are sure to get your pulse
racing:
Berrien Springs, M.I.:
Impress your friends with useless knowledge after you go to the Christmas Pickle
Capital of the World. What's a Christmas pickle? You tell

`Babes in Toyland':
not your typical FAO
By Todd Johnson

A&E Writer
Visible from the open front door,
the huge sign delivers a simple message to passersby: MASTURBATE.
This was not your average field
trip. It was a lot more fun.
Vox, which is UPS' own reproductive rights /sex education advocacy group and Planned Parenthood
affiliate, already knew that Toys in
Babeland is ideal for everyone's
feel-good needs; after all, they invited the sex shop to give UPS a selfknowledge and self-pleasure seminar last spring.
Just the same, they decided a
refresher course was in order.
After a quick car trip to Seattle,
the fond memories were coming
back like a well-satisfied lover.
"It was nice for Vox," co-president Christina Stenstrom said of the
excursion. "We had some nice group
bonding, and it was nice to support
a staple of the Seattle sex community. It's important for people
to be curious
and creative
with their sexuality while still
being safe and
responsible."
Indeed, the
group had a
lovely time,
checking out
the merchandise and comparing notes. The only complaint
from anyone in the group was that
the store has too much to choose
from.
The basics — vibrators, dildos,
condoms and lubricant — are all
there. Toys in Babeland also carries
plenty of equipment for the more
adventurous lovers: S&M gear, harnesses for strap-ons and butt plugs
are also found in abundance.
Numerous examples of every product lie (and stand) neatly organized
on tables all around the store for
interested customers to inspect.
The intellectual side of sex is just
as well-accommodated as the physical. Numerous studies on human
sexuality and anthologies of written
erotica fill the store's bookshelves.
In addition, flyers giving the dates
and locatintis of upcoming sex seminars anClorkshops can be found
all over**store.
'Mike' it some other sex shops,
education is one of the focal points
of Toys Babeland.

"We see 35 year-old women with
two kids come in here and tell us
they've never had an orgasm, or that
they don't know where their clitoris
is," store employee Audrey
McManus said.
"People barely teach kids anything, and then expect them to know
what to do when they're adults."
Fortunately, the entire staff is
well-versed in human sexuality, and
can tell you anything you need to
know about the products and about
loving yourself and others safely.
Not only are they knowledgeable
and friendly, but they also make a
point of being approachable; not
one of them will bat an eye when
you ask if they have non-latex cock
rings. After all, they understand that
sex is natural, normal and healthy.
And that's what Toys in Babeland is
all about.
Under the banner of "sex toys for
a passionate world," Toys in
Babeland is owned and run entirely
by women. Claire Cavanah and
Rachel Yenning
founded the
first Toys in
Babeland in
Seattle in 1993,
followed by a
mail order catalog and website. Now they
also have two
stores in New
York, and
Zagat's Survey
named them
"the best shopping experience in
New York" in 2003.
If you can't make it out to the
store yourself, or if you're afraid of
accidentally meeting your mother
there, you can always visit the website at www.babeland.com . You'll
find a full list of their inventory, as
well as ordering forms to have anything you want discreetly delivered
to your door.
If you're still not convinced that
Toys in Babeland is worth the drive
or the time online, they're returning
to UPS on Apr. 19 for their second
annual presentation on safe, enjoyable sex with and without toys.
If you want to thank the members of Vox, they meet at 5:00 p.m. in
the Diversity Center every other
Wednesday. Just like at Toys in
Babeland, guys are both present and
welcorne.

tioikl Johnson has been ordered by
seveifilifudges to stop voicing his opinion.

• Boring, O.R.: Buy some grapes in Boring, O.R. Just do
it.
Also try making your rounds at local festivals such as
the Oyster Festival in Amite, L.A.; the Iditarod in
Anchorage /Wasilla, A.K.; or the Governor Conway Days
Festival in Bradley, A.R.
If you're planning on staying in Tacoma during break,
although you might be missing out on a world of opportunities, don't fret. There's still plenty to do:
Search for Sasquatch. Despite the fact that Everytown
U.S.A. claims that he calls their city home, we all know that
he's a Washingtonian at heart. Check out Point Defiance
for local sightings: He digs the Tacoma Aroma and long
walks on the waterfront. (Ladies, I hear he's single.)
Go climb a mountain. I hear there are a few big ones
nearby.
Buy some grapes. But this time, get the green ones.
And once again, the local turkey shelter could really
use your help because this time, the UV rays are back for
some poultry burning fun. You've got to give a little to get
a little.
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Lauren doesn't appreciate your sass, and she wants to throw
away the can of carb-clever peaches, because that's just nasty.

Love in the land of the UPS bubble
By Amanda Bevers

A&E Columnist
There are students on
this campus who wage an
internal war between their
hearts and their minds. In
their search for love during college, these students have had to balance
classes, studies, work, meetings, activities, parties and friends with their desire to meet someone who gives them that tingly feeling. I'm not
talking about finding a make-out buddy, a cuddle partner or a bed buddy. I'm talking about the
deeply emotional, intense connection with a person you adore and care about.
For many students, observing the crowd
from afar is the easiest, safest and least time-consuming way of dating. Asa g994, of
put it, staring at a crush from across the library
computer commons because you don't know if
you can handle rejection is sometimes the best
way of dating. While the heart says "go for it,"
the mind restrains. When being torn in these
two different directions, a kind of self-preservation instinct takes over. Rationalizing why one
should not take the risk of meeting someone
new and developing a relationship in college is
an appealing option.
This same friend also suggested that dating
at UPS for many of us is like getting that bowl of
mint chocolate chip ice cream at the Cellar that
you've been craving all through dinner. Then
you look up to see the guy in front of you has a
bowl of Moose Tracks that suddenly looks so
good it makes you wonder if you're missing out.
It's hard not to at least wonder about all the 31
flavors and possibilities you have and might be
missing.
As much as you can stare from a distance,
hesitating out of fear, meeting someone who
knocks your socks off while in the middle of
your studies at UPS can prove hard to handle. If
you did go up to that person you've been eyeing
each day in Café, or that kid in your biology
class, what if everything did click?
A sometimes even scarier reality than being
rejected is that you might, in fact, click with a
person and everything will turn to roses and
bunnies and sunny, perfumed afternoons of
floating on clouds. This reality is scary because it
is not something you can make sense of at a time
when pressures from all directions are weighing
down on you.
To start dating someone who could prove to
be your soul mate while in, perhaps, your last
semester of senior year, can be both promising
and terrifying. Your paths may be going different directions after graduation, so why ignite a
fire you might not be able to kindle in the
future?
For some other students, finding love during
college was never really a conscious thought.
Instead, love smacked us right between the eyes
when we least expected it. It knocked the wind
out of us instead of sweeping us off our feet.
Love surprised us over summer and winter
breaks, when we returned to hometowx sweethearts or discovered that special someone while
on vacation. But the problem of returning to
campus after only a short time away makes

falling in love over break a
complicated experience.
We tell ourselves not to
go
'looking for love, and it
for the
will in fact find us on its
own. That has been my
experience a number of
times. The result, however,
is not as predictable as this mantra might suggest. Overwhelmed with responsibilities at
school, I often make it an entire semester without giving love a thought. Then, while relaxing
on the beach during the summer, or sitting in a
coffee shop , over winter break, love attacks me
out of the blue.
Just as with my friend pondering her crosscampus crush, I am wondering about a long-distance love and whether the risk is worth it.

sex
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force
holding on can be harder still.' Gradtiating and
going separate ways is inevitable, so how do
you know when your paths are supposed to
cross? If you make a move you might get rejected, or you could grow wings and fly. The question is, would you risk rejection and falling from
the sky for the very chance to fly?
Relationships of any kind are complicated,
but the cross campus crushes and long-distance
loves complicated by impending graduation are
particularly complex. We try to make sense out
of something that is not based on any kind of
rational sense, my friend explains. We stare, hesitate, jump, look back and constantly wonder if
we are on the path we are meant to be on. But, as
writer Joseph Campbell put it, "We must be willing to get rid of the life we've planned, so as to
have the life that is waiting for us."
Sometimes we need to be reminded of what
it takes to make a move. Or as my good friend
put it, "I guess I'm just waiting for that boy next
door to come along and remind me that it doesn't always have to make a lot of sense; it just has
to be right. I guess I'm just waiting for the boy
next door and the girl next door to happen upon
each others doorsteps, after fumbling through
bad directions some friend wrote out on a piece
of paper ripped off their syllabus."
Or maybe they don't have to happen upon
each other. Maybe you meet the person who
doesn't have all the answers or right moves, but
they make you forget you were ever searching
for all the answers and right moves. This
reminds me of a piece published by Bobby
Farrington in The Trail a couple of weeks ago.
Here is an excerpt: "I hate it when I start to
really like a girl ... I begin to descend into a
strange stage of love-sick awkwardness. I start
to compute and analyze what I say and do and
evaluate what she says and does. Maybe I'll ask
if she likes ice cream or thinks I look stupid in
glasses, and if she says 'I don't know' then I
think 'Damn, maybe she doesn't like me?' I
think I get kinda weird. So I guess I'm still looking for a girl who is as awkward and weird as I
am, who will ask me if I like ice cream, and
when I say 'Yeah, I suppose so' she'll think, 'Oh
god, maybe he doesn't like me?' and then I'll
look her in the eyes and say 'No wait, let me
rephrase that. I ("'king LOVE ice cream.'

Amanda Bevers has nothin' but love for ya.
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Zimmerman creates a sense
of 'enchantment in the wings
By Katie Warren

A&E Writer

I

•

Mary Zimmerman has a knack for knocking audiences' socks off. Some of her better
known works include "The Notebooks of
Leonardo da Vinci," "The Odyssey and
Metamorphoses," each performed at Seattle
Rep in addition to other theatres. Now her
show, "The Secret in the Wings," is playing at
Seattle Reperatory Theatre, with just as much
success as her previous works. In "some
strange place balanced between a basement
and a forest," (as Zimmerman describes the
setting in the play's program,) a small girl
named Heidi quivers and protests as her parents inform her that her babysitter for the
evening will be their neighbor, Mr. Donahue,
whom Heidi is certain is an ogre. "He has a
tail!" she screams at her oblivious parents, just
as the ogre himself comes limping into view,
down the heavy, towering staircase, dragging
a long tail behind him.
When Mr. Donahue offers to read Heidi a
tale from the dusty book he carries with him,
a whole host of worlds unfold around them,
one forgotten fairy tale at a time, each told in
a different style from the next, and each one
left unfinished before the next one starts (later
the unfinished stories are revisited and finished). Heidi and Mr. Donahue both become
different characters and take part in the stories
that come to life around them, as the seven
other actors also each play multiple roles,
often within the same vignette. This arrangement requires incredibly solid, clear acting of
each of the cast members' parts, pulled off
beautifully by all nine of the performers. In
one story, an actor plays both a queen and the
queen's daughter within the same sentence of
narration, but she simply removes her crown
and changes her body language to do this,
with no confusion in the audience as to whom
she is playing.
The costumes, designed by Mara
Blumenfeld, are often changed onstage, which
even further dururushes potential for confusion regarding character identity: the characters go with their clothes. When one fairy tale
returns to focus to close its story, an actor simply drapes her character's green dress over
one arm instead of changing into it, and still
the choice is clear.
Although the fairy tales themselves are
old, or at least the foundations they're based
upon are old and familiar, they contain modern, whimsical elements. Some of the stories
are told primarily through song, some
through narration, some use more mime and
stylized movement than others and one is
even told mostly through young girls' hopscotch chants. In the story of "The Princess
Who Wouldn't Laugh," suitors who come to
woo her by trying to make her laugh employ
various styles of particularly bad, awkward,
and very modern, stand-up comedy.
Zimmerman's humor is zany and sweet, making the audiences sigh in empathy just as
often as they roar with laughter.
The set, designed by Dan Ostling, is recognizable and inexplicable all at once. Its dominating feature is a seemingly endless wooden
staircase that leads to an upper level. Here,
homey rooms perch above incomplete ceiling
beams that extend out over the lower level of
the stage. Because the staircase is so exaggeratedly tall, it gives the impression that if the
setting is indeed a basement, it's certainly a
basement seen from a small child's perspective. In a far upstage area there is a large pile
of dirt, which contrasts with the Persian rugs

that lay on the floor further downstage. One
of the five entrances is what appears to be a
perfectly typical wardrobe, sitting downstage
right. Like the wardrobe that leads to the magical world of Narnia, characters enter from it,
disappear into it, and, at times, use it as a real
wardrobe, retrieving their costumes from
inside. When the set needs to appear more like
a forest than a basement, the transformation is
made with lighting and simple set pieces, like
small trees the actors bring out and place on
the staircase.
Since "The Secret In The Wings" has been
performed at several theatres the set was not
designed specifically for the sightlines at
Seattle Rep, so audience members sitting far
to one side of the house will miss things the
audience members with seats center-house
will see. The main visual obstruction is the
incomplete ceiling beams, which can block
one's view of the upstairs rooms, but luckily
for everyone, all the important action takes
place on the main level, close to center stage.
T.J. Gerckens' lighting is shadowy, warm
and mysterious. Using onstage lamps, controlled by the actors, the lighting creates many
strange, sometimes creepy shadows, while
maintaining a homey living room feeling.
During one scene Heidi sits downstage corner
with her girlfriends and becomes convinced
she can see an ogre sitting upstage. The girls
are in a pool of light provided by the lamp
next to them — the only light onstage, until
one friend turns off the lamp to prove to Heidi
that the "ogre" is simply her shadow. At this
point Mr. Donahue, who is in fact sitting
upstage where Heidi pointed, switches on a
bare light bulb over his own head.
Andre Pluess' and Ben Sussman's sound
design matches the lighting's mood. The
music is strange and ethereal, which adds to
the play's haunting feeling. Sometimes the
sound design incorporates overlapping prerecorded lines that tell the story or simply
repeat it, as if the voices are hesitant to let the
words go too quickly. In fact, the whole show
moves at a dreamlike pace, since continuity
and linearity are skewed by the script's format. In the program, Zimmerman explains
how this happens and indicates why the
choice was made.
"If we were to do (the fairy tales) in a row
one after the other, I think the rhythm ...
would be wrong ... I felt it better to start one
story, go half-way in, then enter another ... it
is as though we are going deeper and deeper
into the dark forest. And all the endings get
clustered together this way," Zimmerman
said.
"I think the fragmentation has something
to do with a child's perception of the story and
of time itself ... the audience might get lost in
the stories, feel for a moment a childlike, lostin-the-woods feeling ... it is good to get a little
lost sometimes, to lose the trail of breadcrumbs in the forest ... 'For that way,' (my
teacher Frank Galati) said, 'enchantment lies"'
Zimmermen added.
Enchantment certainly lies within "The
Secret In The Wings," set to close at the Seattle
Rep on Mar. 26. It may leave you feeling both
heartbroken and overjoyed; it may both terrify and comfort you. But even during the more
painful or disturbing parts, the audience will
find itself captivated and enthralled, unable to
avoid becoming absorbed in the strange, magical worlds. As Heidi observes at the end of
the show, "This shadow on the ground —
embrace it. It is yours."

Katie Warren makes her editor believe truly nice
people DO exist.
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March 28 at 7:30 p.m. in Schneebeck Concert Hall
Hdmission is free!
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18. SOMEWHERE OVER THE
RAINBOW
By Israel Kamakawiwo'ole
By Keith Ferguson
A&E Columnist

a.

At this point in the
semester, things are pretty
much set. We're right in the
thick of spring term, equidistant from day one and
final exams. Everyday we
take the same routes to the same
classes, passing the same faces and
offering the same greetings, (Heyhow-you-doing I fine-you / fine /
yeah-great-take-care) before opening the same books and watching
the clock with the same disconsolate
expressions.
I find the words of "Pulp
Fiction's" Jules Winnfeld running
through my head lately: same s*"t,
different day, man.
It's not as if things arc all that had
either. They aren't. It's just that
everything is pretty routine. And a
person can only take so much mutine before he finds himself rejoicing
in stupid things, simply because
they offer a small degree of variation; things like the internet icon
label on the computers in Wheelock.
I mean, when you find yourself
anticipating what you'll find in that
little text box, (a la Need more cowbell) it's safe to say it's time to stir it
the f*"k up.
The thing is we get bored with
our daily lives because they are just
that — daily. Everyday it's this or
that, and then we go to bed, so we
can get up and do it all over again.
It's the kind of crushing cycle of
monotony that brings to mind that
look on Bill Murray's face, as he
steps in front of the semi-truck in
Groundhog Day.
Last spring I was studying in
London, where I had to commute an
hour and a half into the city each
day. I was always surrounded by
these somber workaday types. They
looked exhausted and jaded.
Meanwhile, I, the country-mouse,
looked out the window and listened
to my mp3 player, ready for another
day of life in this exciting city.
The difference is clear I had
never taken the Tube to, say,
Trafalgar Square, so I soaked up
every moment of the journey, like I
was in Namia or something; but for
them, Trafalgar Square is about as
exciting as our own Benefactor
Plaza. They've seen it; the thrill is
pretty much gone.
The same thing happens to music
too. An artist can record a great
song, maybe even a perfect song,
like Fleetwood Mac's "Landslide,"
and you can listen to it over and
over; but eventually you're so familiar with it that you can't even hear
what it is about the song that makes
it so great in the first place. You get
too close.
I could listen to "Landslide"
everyday, and it would never
change. It would sound the same
every time and at some point, I
would find myself totally exhausted
at the sound of it. I would need the
Smashing Pumpkins or the Dixie
Chicks to step up and remind me
why I love "Landslide." And I'm
glad they both have.
'That is the beauty of the cover
song. 1 know that critics say why
even try; you'll either just imitate
the original or stray so far that you
will betray it in the end.
But whenever I hear a cover of a
song that I've grown numb to for

having heard it so much, I usually
am hooked right away.
(The exception, of
course, are covers done
by Jewel, which are
mind-numbingly bad.)
But otherwise, it's
familiar enough that I
can recapture the awe I
felt for the original. Yet it's still distinct enough to he its own song. I
remember what it is that makes the
original so good.
Some of my favorites:
The Archies's "Sugar, Sugar"
covered by Bob Marley and the
Wailers.
Van Halen's "Jump" covered
by Aztec Camera.
Bob Dylan's "All Along the
Watchtower" covered by Dave
Matthews Band.
Collective Soul's "Shine" coo
ered by Dolly Parton.
The Beatles's "With a Littl
Help from My Friends" covered by
Joe Cocker.
Roberta Flack's
M
Softly" covered by The Rives.
And there are tons more from
Dionne Ferris's version of
"Blackbird" to Johnny Cash's recent
interpretation of "Hurt."
Judging from the popularity of
the "I am Sam" soundtrack, (a film
no one saw but a soundtrack everyone seems to own) as well as the
successes of artists like Norah Jones
and Jamie Cullum, it seems that '
not the only one who gets a thril
of hearing familiar songs sun
unfamiliar ways. Take Jones's
sion of "Cold. Cold Heart"; I al
knew it according to Tony. Be
and thought it was so-so. But
ing Jones's version hooked me
sent me right back to Tony to figu
out where I'd gone wrong.
Israel Kamakawiwo'ole is partic i
ularly impressive because he man ,,
ages to breathe a little life into what
the AFI has dubbed the greatest
song of the 20th century:
"Somewhere Over the Rainbow.'`
Every kid grows up knowing thi
song. It's right up there with potty ,
training and chewing with your
mouth closed; its just something
that is with you from a very young
age, so early on in fact, you probably
can't remember the first time you
heard it at all.
When
I
listen
to
Kamakawiwo'ole's version 1 forget
about munchkins and wicked witches and instead get lost in the beautiful imagery of this familiar song.
The delicate plucking of the ukulele
and his islander's chorus boy voice
make me marvel at the idea of troubles melting "like lemon-drops high
above the chimney-tops." What a
marvelous rhyme and what a lovely
image. It's something I've heard and
sang my whole life, and never really
gave any thought to. And without
this cover, I may have just continued
to overlook it, like the Londoners on
the Tube or any of us in Benefactor
Plaza.
Life doesn't have a cover son
per se, nothing to jolt the origin
thrill of it all back into us. Not real!
But I guess maybe that is why we g
on vacation - so we can come back'
to our daily lives and hear them like
it was the first time.
Keith doesn't want to move to a city
where the only cultural advantage is
being able to make a right turn at a red
light.

Just because the Trail is on vacation doesn't mean the AMP is!
Read new Editions of the Amp Online at tr. .ups.edu.
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Adelphians harmonize with local youth
themes of impetuousness and lost love, took a more strident, louder tone. The piano solos, fitted around the
vocals, gave an emotional boost to the opening and peroration. The more emotionally charged "Shenandoah"
Nothing in life is certain, of course, but some things are
more certain than others. One thing that can be considered
(the Paul Basler version, not Bob Dylan's) had a high,
urgent opening before interchanging between steep
fairly certain is that waiting lines outside Kilworth Chapel
are rare. Yet they were very real on the afternoon of Mar.
plunges and rises in volume.
Now joined by the women's choir, the TYC rounded
6.
No, it wasn't because students were aching to atone for out their exclusive section of the concert with two classic
their Saturday night sins. There'll be plenty of time for that mass songs, "Ave Maria" and "Gloria." The reunited
later. Instead, it was to hear a choral concert by the Tacoma
dichotomy of voices was put to good use in the former, as
the women's section's vocals moved slightly ahead of the
Youth Chorus and the UPS's Adelphian Concert Choir.
Choral performing may not be a sport, but it may be men's, whose slower, emphatic sounds provided a strong
the ultimate team activity around. Everyone's dressed the base for the song, all the way to its final "amen." The latsame. Everyone sounds the same. Even the divergence of ter hymn was so full of life that the piano chords seemed
voices between foreground and background require a to be almost bouncing, as even the men's collective voice
measure of interdependent timing, and the differences in
seemed to rise as the lines grew sharper and sharper.
The intermission between the TYC's performance and
voice resonate like an echo.
When TYC conductor
the Adelphian's was a bit longer
than expected, since an absence of
George Guenther cued the
assembled choir with a soft,
music stands necessitated a procurement trip over to the music
harmonic whistle, the girl's
hall. But conductor Jerry Yonkman
section — the chamber choir
The reunited dichotomy of voices was
took the opportunity to announce
— opened with a high, soft
put
to good use in the former, as the
pitch that was thrown back
a musical addition to the program,
women's section's vocals moved slightly
Leonard Bernstein's "Almighty
at them, in lower strains, by
ahead of the men's, whose slower, emphatthe men's choir. The first
Father," a piece which premiered
ic sounds provided a strong base for the
at the opening of the Kennedy
song, the Catholic holiday
song, all the way to its final "amen."
Center for Performing Arts in
hymn "Jubilate Deo," was an
appropriately soaring, evan1971.
Yonkman also expressed his
gelical overture that the
choir performed while
admiration for Bernstein's "longing for peace and community
arrayed around the pews.
The chamber choir took the stage first, singing German between people. He was impassioned for that." Noting
how Bernstein conducted at the fall of the Berlin Wall in
composer Felix Mendelssohn's version of oft-recomposed
1989, Yonkman called him "a great humanitarian."
"Laudate Pueri." The high but simple opening became
Bernstein, as Yonkman also mentioned, was known for
more urgent near the middle, as the choir split into two
voices before the lead section slowed, and then reunified his musical pieces' recurring similarities. Yet as the ensuing performance showed, those similarities were hardly
with the backup voices for the close.
Switching to English lyrics, the chamber choir complet- serene ones. From its cymbal-crashing opening to its
ed their solo section with the wistful love song "The Water high, heavenly ending, "Chichester Palms" was a rockof Tyne." The slow piano tempo and softer voices nicely ing, pulsating mix of styles and vocals. Several softly-fadevoked the sentiments of quiet longing that the words ing sections of the song proved to be not predictable endings, but set-ups for another pew-vibrating bang of the
carry.
drum, or a tension-building organ solo. Vocals alternated
The young men's section of the TYC were the next to
between divergence and unity between the men's and
take over, with "Down by the Sally Gardens." The deep,
calm opening tone carried by the men carried feelings of girl's sections, even including a few individual solos. The
lush spring stillness, before the second verse, with its aforementioned addition, "Almighty Father," proved an
By Jared Smith
A&E Writer
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Rated Pg

Bride and Prejudice (PG-13)
Daily:4:20, 6:50, 9:15*
Sat/Sun: 1:511 4:20, 6:50, 9:15

equally layered, if not much shorter, rendition.
For the evening's final sets, the Adelphians and the
TYC squeezed together on the stage. Standing in semicircle, and dressed in tuxes or black and white vests, they
looked like they were posing for a giant family wedding
photo.
Their first joint rendition, "Sing Me to Heaven," almost
seemed to live up to its name. The men's and girl's sections again diverged at the beginning, but as the song
grew longer and voices grew louder, they reunified, growing monotonously higher and higher, and it almost
seemed as if the raised voices were lifting up the whole
audience, as if one were ascending to ... well, then the
song ended. It's probably a good thing. At least till the
weather turns bad again. Besides, most still have
midterms to finish.
After that everlasting effect, the final song, "Hark I
Hear the Harps Eternal" seemed comparatively down to
earth. For a change, the girls backed up the boys' section,
humming along in the background to compliment the
upbeat strains of masculinity before, one more time, reunifying with the gents for an even higher, unified ending.
The subsequent applause probably wasn't quite as fervent as at a religious revival, but it was still loud and
appreciative. The audience was probably just as moved
and impressed as well. As one walked out of the dimly-lit
elegance of the chapel into the waning afternoon sunshine,
that, at least, seemed certain.
• Jared once found the backdoor entrance to heaven. Thanks to
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Desperately trying to follow up last week's issue

Live-in manservant causes confusion,
serious tension in local household
Trouble arises as housemates debate how best
to divide Mr. Brockhurst's services
By Esperanza Rodriguez

Combat Zone Student Life Correspondent
When Charles Lancaster III arrived at UPS last fall he
didn't think that bringing Pippen Brockhurst, his faithful
manservant of seven years, would cause a stir amongst his
classmates and chums. Tensions have grown in the last
semester, however, as the four other residents of his rented home at 15th and Adams struggle to define their relationships with this awkward denizen of their otherwise
totally normal college home. According to the housemates, they've never been sure of exactly how much they
were allowed to "use" Mr. Brockhurst, nor could they
explain why he lived with them but didn't pay rent or chip
in for utilities.
"Well, at first we thought Charles was a little too
'social-register-ish' to fit in comfortably in our home, but
he seemed pretty cool," explains housemate John Roget.
"When move-in day came and What's His Name was trailing behind Chuck with all his clothes and s*** some eyebrows were definitely raised, though." Apparently the

15th and Adams home's
complete lack of servant's quarters have
exacerbated the already
sensitive issue. "He
sleeps in the room next to
Chuck's, but he's like 50
years old or something,"
complains Mr. Roget.
"And I don't think he's
originally from America,
which kinda creeps me
out, you know?"
Alicia
Patterson,
another housemate, says
Photo courtesy google.com that she feels guilty askASK HEVES—The houseing him to do things like
mates at 15th and Adams have
answer the door, drive
been doing a little too much of
her to parties, and prethis, causing quite a bit of tenpare hors d'oeuvres for
sion with Charles Lancaster III, her at odd hours. "Once
Mr. Brockhurst's employer.
Charles came home and
Pip was giving me a foot
massage," recounts Ms. Patterson. "It seemed like he was
sorta pissed, maybe even a little hurt. He didn't say any-

thing though, probably 'cause it's not proper' or something."
When asked for a comment, Mr. Lancaster was obliging, but perplexed. "People really seem to rough it a bit
more than I expected here. So far, I haven't noticed another soul who's brought their own help from home." The
closest thing UPS has to offer is a dinner with Ron Thom,
but Lancaster seemed hesitant to acknowledge that scenario.
"I'm talking about real help, like the kind we all have
back home," he retorted. "Those dullards are poorly disguised employees from the public eatery." He then made
a low chortling noise as he tossed his head as though
drawing a lazy bow with his forehead.
The Combat one made an attempt to contact Mr.
Brockhurst in person, but was forbidden to do so by his
employer. In a covert email exchange he told reporters
that "(He) has no opinion on the subject and, even if (he)
did, would not be in the appropriate position to make it
known." He was also not in the position to fix an iced tea
with lemon for this reporter, though he seemed apologetic
for this breach of service.

Ms. Rodriguez is an avid follower of the National Hockey
League, and has no idea what to do with herself during these
dark times.

Student claims to be heir to an "oil fortune"; quick
investigation proves him son of Crisco Regional V.P.
Campus confused, shocked and hurt
by "Oil-gate" scandal
By Katie Lawlee
Campus Society Reporter
Last
as n ay
more Paul O'Cli ff e was over
heard telling a group of friends that he was the "heir to a
f****** huge oil fortune." Hank Lorsenly, an uninvolved
bystander thought the account sounded fishy. A quick
Google search revealed that O'Cliffe is the son of John
O'Cliffe, the Northwest Vice President of the company
that manufactures Crisco brand cooking oil. In a sense, it
appears that his seemingly unreasonable claim was in fact
true.
Apparently Mr. O'Cliffe has been using this fact to his
advantage for the entirety of his stay here at UPS, wooing
women with the allure of the glorious life of an oil mistress, like Laura Bush. He has also tossed this info out as
a justification for his sharkskin loafers and non-regulation
sized belt buckle. When his friends learned that he was, in
fact, a suburbanite from Lake Oswego whose dad administered the production of a cooking product, they were

quick to abandon the guy they once described as "the
coolest person we've ever met."
"We don't care if he has $180,000 in his checking
account anymore," explained former girlfriend Tansy
Janssen. "Wearing ten G's worth of Prada purchased by
Capt. Crisco to compensate me for sex favors is just not
where it's at." Janssen also noted that with this new development coming to light, her parents were unlikely to continue their support of the match-up.
"They'd probly want me to break up with him anyway.
They know I'm worthy of an actually oil tycoon, not some
lubed up jackass from Portland."
O'Cliffe was happy to chat with Combat Zone correspondents, claiming that he was still the same guy he was
before and that the whole thing would blow over any
minute.
"Are the friends that I bought with cars, clothes and
vacation property really so shallow that they'd abandon
me the second the found out what kind of oil was paying
for their fun? I guess so." He was confident that either his
old friends would come around or that he would be able
to easily make some more.
"This oil may keep your mom's kitchen running
smoothly rather than the fueling the nation's infrastruc-

ture, but it's just
as capable of buying toys for me
and my friends,"
he explained. He
asked that the following quote b e
included in the
article: "I'm getting three new JetSkis and a cabin
on Lake Union, so
if anyone wants to
party, they know
where to go." He
also added that he
A SLIPPERY SITUATION—
hoped any takers
Sophomore Paul O'Cliffe finds himself
would be as inter- in a real bind as his pals realize that his
ested in him as a `oil fortune' has nothing to do with the
person as they good old black gold.
were in reaping
the benefits of his (cooking) oil fortune.

Ms. Lawlee is a junior Science major who insists that her
friends call her "Slip-shod."

IF YOU CAN READ THESE LETTERS, YOU'RE VIEWING
THE COMBAT ZONE OVER A SECURE CONNECTION
digging a hole. a huge hole.
As construction workers dig deeper and deeper under the old Thompson Fountain site, they
unearth more and more interesting items. Let's have a look at some of the more outrageous finds
from the last week or two:
Ted Bundy's unpublished novel about life, love, and a Spring Break in Cancun that
readers will never forget.
The last music major to play a team sport; he carried a newspaper in his jacket pocket
announcing the discovery of Uranus, the seventh and outermost planet in our solar
system.
A huge Caterpillar bulldozer. So far no theories have arisen as to how THAT got in
there.
A stairway descending to H-E- double toothpicks.
James Joyce. He's fine, just dirty, a little out of it and rather behind the times.
An old headquarters from the time before COPS branched out to other cities.
Puff Daddy's popularity.

Headlines in Brief
John Dugan deeply moved by 10 year
old pop song
xtra-strength window stands up to brick
for first time in history of vandalism
Unfair, obviously race-based immigration
law evicts Bolivian family squatting in
Statue of Liberty's crown
Thanks to new name change, Drummers
for Peace can finally solve world's
problems
Frat dude rebels, does not climb crane

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff or the administrat'on. In fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent
of atrunn.e. Please send rnmnlaints to trailOwns.edu.
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Men's tennis finally wins, women finally lose
By Oliver Reif
Sports Writer
The men's and women's tennis teams took on
Willamette and Linfield on Mar. 4 and 5. Both teams beat
Willamette but lost to Linfield. This puts the men's record
at 1-4 overall, while the women are 4-1.
The women played at home this weekend and proved
once again that they can win without Tara Anderson, who
is still injured and has yet to play this season. Against
Willamette, the only matches they lost were by Courtney
Dunham, who played first singles, and the second doubles
team, which consisted of Molly Clevenger and Katie
Russell.
Alyssa Sidoff had a solid victory at number two singles,
winning her match 6-1, 6-1, while Melissa Snyder at number three singles won 7-5, 6-4. Clevenger at number four
played an amazing triple-setter after coming back from a
1-6 first set loss to win the next 2 sets 6-4, 7-5. Russell at
number five won 6-3, 7-6. Number six Katie Schultz won
her game 6-2, 6-4. Despite honest attempts by Willamette,
they simply couldn't compete one-on-one against the
Loggers.
Linfield was a different story, though. The women lost
six of the nine matches played. In doubles they faired
well, with number one and two winning 8-6 and 8-1
respectively. But in singles Linfield proved more powerful
all the way down the lineup.
They won first singles 6-2, 6-2, second singles 6-0, 6-2,
and third singles 6-1, 6-2. Russell was able to grind out a
win in three sets. This was their first loss of the season,

putting the Wildcats at the top of the
league with an unbeaten 5-0 conference record. The Loggers are only
slightly behind and will still have
another chance for a victory when
they meet up again on Linfield's turf.
The men's team has struggled to
get off the ground this season but
finally pulled off their first win
against Willamette on Mar. 4. They
blazed through the Bearcats winning
7-0.
Frontman Rogers Hawley won at
first singles 6-0, 6-1, while fellow
Logger Trent Neugebauer won at second singles 6-2, 6-1. The rest of the
singles lineup, which includes Drew
Gemmer, Andrew Neal, Sam Ziff,
Kevin Hupy/ASUPS Photo Services
and Nick Amland, all won their
TWO IS BETTER THAN ONE—The Lady Loggers lost only two doubles
matches in two sets.
matches against Willamette and Linfield Mar. 5 and 6.
Unfortunately, this solid win was
followed by a tough loss against the
Linfield Wildcats. Only first doubles, which consisted of Verne University, then Occidental, followed by Whittier
College. The women will play rival Pacific Lutheran, who
Hawley and Neugebauer, won their match. All six singles
matches were lost and two of three doubles fell to the they barely beat in the season opener back in midFebruary. The women's match will be a big game and
Wildcats. Neugebauer, a normally strong team leader, had
to pull out of his second singles match and retired after could be a determining factor in the battle for the conference title.
down 5-0 in the first set.
Sports Writer Oliver Reif has decided not to run to Hawaii;
For the weekend of Mar. 11-13, the men make their
it's a damn shame.
annual trip to California as they take on three California
teams in non-conference play. They will first play La
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UPS softball opens conference play 2-2
By Sean Duade
Sports Editor
Puget Sound opened conference play with a pair of victories and a pair of losses in back-to-back doubleheaders
on Loggers Field Mar. 5 and 6. Facing the Pacific
University Boxers and the George Fox Bruins, respectively, they split each day's doubleheader.
The Loggers opened up with a loss in their first game
against the Boxers, scattering five hits and three walks
over seven innings, stranding six on base. Sophomore
Jessica Roberts, a week removed from the basketball court,
took the hard-luck loss, giving up a modest three runs —
two earned — while allowing seven walks. However,
Puget Sound's defense was less then ironclad in support
of Roberts, committing four errors in the game.
"It's kind of hard right now, not having a break in
between sports," Roberts said about the transition from
the court to the mound. "But, I mean, I'll get it. It'll come
around. Give me another week in softball and I'll be back
to my old self (Roberts led the team and was seventh in
the NWC in ERA (1.86) in '04)."
In the second game the Loggers saw a reversal of fortunes, as sophomore hurler Adrian Herlache received the
ball for her second start of the season (fresh off a loss to St.
Martin's) and threw seven zeroes on the board for her second career shutout and fourth career victory.
Puget Sound's bats came to the aid of Herlache after a
quiet first game.
Leading the charge was none other than Roberts —

who was inserted at first base — hitting a two-run
double off Pacific pitcher Andrea Benson. Senior Tara
Jansson also helped the cause, adding two hits and
scoring a run.
Mar. 6 was a near mirror image of March 5 for
Puget Sound. Roberts again pitched the opener of a
double-header this time against George Fox.
Roberts began well enough, recording three scoreless, but ran into trouble in the fourth frame when the
first of five Puget Sound errors began to unravel her
performance. In the top of the sixth inning it became
clear that mental fatigue was an issue, as the Bruins
scored five runs aided by more than one fielding error
by Roberts.
"I wouldn't consider this weekend as any indication of what (Jessica's) capable Of," senior Maren Buck
said of her teammate. "She's a very good pitcher and
will eventually dominate. I think it's the case where
she's only had a week of practice with us, and pitched
to live batters a couple of innings last weekend and in
practice this week and maybe she just hasn't found her
groove yet."
The sixth inning capped an offensive workshop
that saw the Bruins score nine runs in the final three
innings of play. After the bottom of the sixth, with the
score 9-1, the umpires invoked the "eight run rule"
and the contest was ended early, much to the dismay
Nick Kiest/ASUPS Photo Services
of the Logger fans in the bleachers.
THAT'S NOT YOUR BAG, BABY—Senior shortstop Maren
In the second game Herlache tossed another gem,
Buck protects the bag as she prepares to make the tag.
pitching a complete game two-hit shutout.
The victory improved Herlache's record to
2-1 on the season, giving her back-to-back
shutouts, doubling her total from 2004.
"The last two games this weekend I felt
like I pitched pretty well," Herlache said, "I
just need to keep it up. I try and keep pitching as my main focus because I know I still
need to work on the pitches that I don't hit
that often. But shutouts are good, hopefully
we'll see more of them."
Again- the team offensively supported
Herlache in true Jekyll and Hyde-like fashion, drubbing the Bruins 5-0. Jansson kicked
things off knocking home junior Gene
Duven and freshman Noelle Valecorsa for a
Clean and
two-run double. Buck then singled to drive
home Jansson, followed by senior Kayla
comfortable well-lit carpeted room
Wells singling to drive in Buck.
with a study table
"I thought we played really well,"
Herlache said, "and that we hit well too. We
just need to keep hitting every inning and
Shop and eat at
not just have one big inning."
The Loggers will next travel to Portland
Westgate Mail while you wait .
to face NWC foe Lewis & Clark and will
play a four game set over two days - Mar. 12
and 13 - before traveling to Los Angeles to
A
Big machines;
participate in a three day "Spring Break
Tournament," beginning Mar. 15.
soap vendor and change machines

ghthouse
aundry

738 N. 26th St. #2
4.1 West te South • Tacoma

(corner of 26th & Nod)
A great place to study:

A rart place to hang out:

great place to do ktundry.

Nick Kiest/ASUPS Photo Services

LOCKED IN SIGHT—Jessica Roberts is a star on the
mound, in the field, with the bat and on the basketball
court in the fall.

Sports Editor Sean Duade has a dream to
one day breed atomic super donkeys on his
estate, "Pompous Ass Ranch." Is that so much
to ask?

Only one mile from cantpus
in Westgate South Mall
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Optimistic golfers begin second season
By Greg Chalfin

Sports Writer
Playing collegiate golf in the Pacific Northwest would
seem to be like trying to run through quicksand with ski
boots on. Rain, rain and more rain would make it difficult
to get a whole lot of favorable scoring conditions.
However, based on the past month's weather, it will never
rain again. The beneficiaries will likely be the Puget Sound
Logger golfers.
After a strong fall season that saw the women's program capture a tournament championship at the Whitman
Invitational, optimism abounds for Logger golf.
Expectations are high and UPS expects to win the
Northwest Conference this spring.
"My expectations for the season would be to repeat as
conference champ and for the team to win conference,"
individual NWC champion of 2004 Emily Lau said. "This
team will be in contention. We are much deeper than we
were last year, and everyone is committed to playing."
The women began their season Mar. 5 outside Portland,
Ore., at the Lewis & Clark Invitational. Lau and junior

Laura Stafford paced the women's program as expected.
Lau finished second of 35 in the field while Stafford finished tied for 15th. Lau's 81 left her second place after day
one. Mar. 6, she shot an 84 in her final round to finish one
stroke off the pace. Her two day total of 165 was three
strokes better than any other Northwest Conference performer.
While the Loggers finished fourth of seven teams in the
tournament behind nationally ranked UC-Santa Cruz and
Division II Concordia and Victoria, they were the top performing school of the four NWC schools participating.
"We played well in spots and had some nice comeback
performances on the second day to move up in the standings ... but it (the NWC) is dose," head coach Dr. Richard
Ulrich said of the weekend's performance. "We will have
to eliminate a number of errors and improve our short
game and putting if we are going to contend for the championship."
The UPS women's team will continue their season on
their home course, the Fircrest Golf Club, Mar. 10 and 11
hosting the NWC Spring Tournament.
The Logger men's golf team will kick off their spring

season at home on Mar. 10 also, as they host rival Pacific
Lutheran. Puget Sound is loaded with experience and
came off a strong fall season with confidence.
"The men's team has experience and depth with three
seniors, four juniors, and a strong freshman," Ulrich said.
Led by seniors Ian Courtnage, Ryan Savage, and Matt
Ristine, UPS will have as much knowledge and experience
in NWC golf as any team.
"We can definitely compete for the conference title this
year," Ristine said. "We were near the lead in the fall tournaments without my play being nearly what it usually is.
Once I'm back on my game with the rest of the guys continuing to play well, we have a great chance."
It could be a banner year for Logger golf in the Pacific
Northwest this spring. With only one title in the program's history (Men, 2002) both have collective history
against them. That doesn't seem to matter.
"Both teams have a shot at the conference championship. We will have to have our 'A' game to do it, but the
championships are not out of our reach," Ulrich said.

Sports Writer Greg Chalfin's hobbies are girls, girls and
girls, in that order.

Baseball comes home from Willamette empty handed
By Jeff Swiryn

Assistant Sports Editor
The Loggers returned home on Mar. 6 having dropped
their first three conference games to the Bearcats of
Willamette. UPS is now stuck at the bottom of the NWC
standings with PLU and Whitman, who have also yet to
win a conferpcp decision.
Willamet& won the first of two Mar. 5 games by a final
of 9-3. Logger ace Taylor Thompson took his first loss of
the season, surrendering nine runs (five earned) over 4
2/ 3 innings. Prior to that start Thompson had yet to give
up any runs this season, having gone the distance in his
first two appearances.
Tyler Williams finished the game without giving up
another run. First baseman Tanner Webber knocked in two
runs for UPS with two of the Loggers' eight total hits. The
first four batters in the Logger lineup collected zero hits
against Willamette's Zach VandeGriend, who pitched the
first of two Bearcats complete games over the weekend.
The second end of the Mar. 5 double-header was no
better than the first foOPS, who lostlw the same score of
9-3 in a three-hour game. They committed no errors and
scored three runs on nine hits, but the hitting was inconsistent and pitching was well below par. The loss went to
Reed Bennet-Eisen after he walked two men, hit another,

and gave up three hits for a total of four runs before the
end of the first inning.
"So far we haven't thrown enough strikes. The inconsistencies are frustrating me," head coach Brian Billings
said.
In his first start as a Logger, Ryan Gustafson replaced
Bennet-Eisen on the hill for 5 1 / 3 scoreless innings. The
Loggers got three runs back and cut the Willamette lead to
4-3 by the end of the sixth inning. Reliever Quentin Flores
took the mound confidently in the seventh but the
Bearcats took him for another four runs, putting the game
out of reach for UPS.
"Every mistake we made they hit hard," Flores said.
"They were swinging the bats really well, so you gotta
give them credit for that. Williams and Gustafson threw
well in relief but other than that nobody pitched to their
expectations."
The third and final game on Mar. 6 featured a better
Logger performance but a tragic bottom of the ninth loss
for UPS. The Loggers came out motivated in the first
inning and capitalized on two Bearcats errors for two runs,
and Webber jacked a solo homerun in the third, but
Willamette persisted and led 4-3 after six innings.
Hitting in the designated spot, Michael Olsen tied the
game in the seventh with an RBI single, but the weekend
was destined to be Willamette's. With two down in the

bottom of the ninth, Kelly Gilmore hit a fly ball off
Williams that would have been a pop-out in plenty of
other stadiums, but barely got over the glove of right fielder Jake Herigstad as the winning run crossed home plate
for the Bearcats.
One of the major Achilles' heals for UPS last year was
their performance on the road. Having lost only two
games at home, they won a measly four on the road.
"Playing well on the road is something that we have to
improve," Billings said.
The Logger pitching staff is regarded as one of the
strongest in the NWC and they should be able to contend
for the title, but they will definitely have to win more than
four road games to do so. Their next chance to gather an
NWC win is Mar. 12 and 13 for three games against the
visiting Lewis & Clark Pioneers, a team the Loggers have
not lost to since 2002.
"We ran into a real hot team. I'd like to say that we
played hard but we still came home 0-3, and that's not
what we wanted. It was only the first weekend and we'll
keep our heads up," Flores said.

Assistant Sports Editor Jeff Swiryn is well prepared to attend
at least four baseball games per weekend this spring, including
Logger double-headers.
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Magic in final seconds propels Loggers to Sweet 16
By Matt Stevens

Sports Writer

a

On Mar. 5, the eighth-ranked Buena Vista Beavers came
to the Memorial Fieldhouse for the second round of the
NCAA tournament and the Loggers prevailed 85-82. Point
guard Jeremy Cross buried a three-pointer from the top of
the key with 6.4 seconds remaining, giving the Loggers
their final lead.
Cross's shot came just after Buena Vista senior leader
Eric Wiebers made a miracle three-pointer of his own, running toward his bench with two Loggers in his face.
Wiebers shot tied the score at 82-82 with just over 17 seconds left. Cross came up huge under pressure, scoring all
of his 14 points in the last 6:42 of the game.
The game was a difficult uphill climb for the Loggers
the entire way, as Buena Vista led most of the game. The
turning point came at the 12-minute mark as the Loggers
were down 48-58. In the next five and a half minutes the
Loggers went on a 17-5 run keyed by Chase Curtiss's fifth
(of six) three-pointer. Curtiss led all Loggers with 22 points
on 7-19 shooting and was 6-13 from behind the arc.
"We knew they were good, we knew we were going to
get a hell of a game," Curtiss said afterwards.
Curtiss was also amazed at the pressure play of Cross.
"That's just a big player stepping up when we needed
it," Curtiss said.
Zach McVey gave credit to Buena Vista for their surprising endurance. "We thought they would tire out sooner; usually the last 10 minutes is ours," he said.
The Beavers came out playing very physically, and as
the Loggers responded with their own physicality, they
got caught up in foul troubles. Forwards McVey and Chris
O'Donnell both picked up three fouls in the first half.
McVey was limited to only 14 minutes after averaging 20
minutes a game this season. Aubrey Shelton picked up
McVey's minutes, scoring 13 and grabbing five boards.
"We were really hurt by not having Zach out there,"
Curtiss said. "The way we play, the fouls just add up
quickly."
Curtiss was referring to the Puget Sound's up-tempo
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RIGHT BEHIND YOU BUDDY

—

Junior Chase Curtiss trails sophomore Jeremy Cross as he puts a nasty behind the back

move on the Beavers. Cross finished the game with 14 points, including the game winning three with 6.4 seconds on the
clock.
style, constantly, attacking the hoop. The Loggers were
called for numerous player control fouls in their attempts
to get to the hoop.
The Loggers did pull away the rebounding advantage
39-38, pleasing coach Eric Bridgeland. Bridgeland has
been emphasizing the importance of winning the battle of
the glass all year. Buena Vista is taller at every position, so
to come away with the boards was a struggle for the
Loggers. PS was forced to grab the boards because of the
hat 13eavir shooting. The Beavers shot 55.8 percent for the
game, artil-anoamazing 64.7 percent from three-land. But
th.e L4gers defense stepped up in other ways, forcing 28
turnovers, for example, against a senior-laden team. UPS
also had a fantastic passing night,
notching 17 assists for their 24
buckets, a superb ratio.
The bench came up huge for the
Loggers as Taylor Marsh scored 11
points, shooting 4-for-4, and playing an integral role in the Logger
run.
In a rather quirky choice of
seeding, the number one-seeded
Loggers are traveling to play at the
third seed, Wisconsin-Stevens

Point, on Mar 11. Stevens-Point is the defending national
champion and they beat the Loggers in Tacoma last year,
100-79. Hanover College (25-5) meets Trinity (Texas) 41
University (24-6) in the first
Mar 11. The two
Sweet16 winners will play Ma
p.m.
," McVey said excit"We have a different team
e adapt much better
edly about the upcoming rem
to different situations."
The Loggers will have to try and control Stevens-Point
coach's son, Nick Bennett. Bennett was the MVP of the A
Final Four last year, and scored 37 last year in the victory
over UPS. Forward Jason Kalsow also presents match-up
problems for the Loggers. Kalsow is listed at 6'7" and is
the leading scorer in Stevens-Point history. He was also
named the Conference Player of the Year in the AllWisconsin Intercollegiate Athletic Conference, a Division
HI conference considered by some to be the best in the I
nation.
For their regular season heroics, the Loggers placed
three athletes on All-Conference Teams. Curtiss and
McVey both received first team honors, and Cross was
named to the second team.

Sports Writer Matt Stevens was not happy with the basketball officiating all season, and this game was no exception.
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GO LONG DUDE—Freshman Ryan DeLong displays a true playoff game face as

THAT'S WHAT I'M TALKIN' ABOUTI—Sporting a sweet set of Logger warmup gear, UPS

he drives the rock through Beaver defense.

President Ronald Thomas cannot hold back his emotions as he celebrates the victory with Logger
fans.
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